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FINAL SURFACE TESTING - ASPHALT PAVEMENTS
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(4/16/07)

Perform acceptance testing of the longitudinal profile of the finished pavement surface in
accordance with these provisions using a North Carolina Hearne Straightedge (Model No. 1).
Furnish and operate the straightedge to determine and record the longitudinal profile of the
pavement on a continuous graph. Final surface testing is an integral part of the paving operation
and is subject to observation and inspection by the Engineer as deemed necessary.
Push the straightedge manually over the pavement at a speed not exceeding 2 miles per hour
(3 kilometers per hour). For all lanes, take profiles in the right wheel path approximately
3 ft (1 m) from the right edge of pavement in the same direction as the paving operation, unless
otherwise approved due to traffic control or safety considerations. Make one pass of the
straightedge in each full width travel lane. The full lane width should be comparable in ride
quality to the area evaluated with the Hearne Straightedge. If deviations exist at other locations
across the lane width, utilize a 10 foot non-mobile straightedge or the Hearne Straightedge to
evaluate which areas may require corrective action. Take profiles as soon as practical after the
pavement has been rolled and compacted but in no event later than 24 hours following placement
of the pavement, unless otherwise authorized by the Engineer. Take profiles over the entire
length of final surface travel lane pavement exclusive of -Y- line travel lanes less than or equal
to 300 feet (90 meters) in length, turn lanes less than or equal to 300 feet (90 meters) in length,
structures, approach slabs, paved shoulders, loops, and tapers or other irregular shaped areas of
pavement, unless otherwise approved by the Engineer. Test in accordance with this provision all
mainline travel lanes, full width acceleration or deceleration lanes, -Y- line travel lanes greater
than 300 feet (90 meters) in length, ramps, full width turn lanes greater than 300 feet (90 meters)
in length, and collector lanes.
At the beginning and end of each day's testing operations, and at such other times as determined
necessary by the Engineer, operate the straightedge over a calibration strip so that the Engineer
can verify correct operation of the straightedge. The calibration strip must be a 100 ft (30 m)
section of pavement that is reasonably level and smooth. Submit each day’s calibration graphs
with that day’s test section graphs to the Engineer. Calibrate the straightedge in accordance with
the current NCDOT procedure titled "North Carolina Hearne Straightedge - Calibration and
Determination of Cumulative Straightedge Index". Copies of this procedure may be obtained
from the Department's Pavement Construction Section.
Plot the straightedge graph at a horizontal scale of approximately 25 ft per inch (3 m per cm)
with the vertical scale plotted at a true scale. Record station numbers and references (bridges,
approach slabs, culverts, etc.) on the graphs, and distances between references/stations must not
exceed 100 ft (30 m). Have the operator record the Date, Project No., Lane Location, Wheel
Path Location, Type Mix, and Operator’s Name on the graph.
Upon completion of each day's testing, evaluate the graph, calculate the Cumulative Straightedge
Index (CSI), and determine which lots, if any, require corrective action. Document the
evaluation of each lot on a QA/QC-7 form. Submit the graphs along with the completed
QA/QC-7 forms to the Engineer, within 24 hours after profiles are completed, for verification of
the results. The Engineer will furnish results of their acceptance evaluation to the Design-Build
Team within 48 hours of receiving the graphs. In the event of discrepancies, the Engineer’s
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evaluation of the graphs will prevail for acceptance purposes. The Engineer will retain all
graphs and forms.
Use blanking bands of 0.2 inches, 0.3 inches, and 0.4 inches (5 mm, 7.5 mm, and 10 mm) to
evaluate the graph for acceptance. The 0.2 inch and 0.3 inch (5 mm and 7.5 mm) blanking bands
are used to determine the Straightedge Index (SEI), which is a number that indicates the
deviations that exceed each of the 0.2 inch and 0.3 inch (5 mm and 7.5 mm) bands within
a 100 ft (30 m) test section. The Cumulative Straightedge Index (CSI) is a number representing
the total of the SEIs for one lot, which consist of not more than 25 consecutive test sections. In
addition, the 0.4 inch (10 mm) blanking band is used to further evaluate deviations on an
individual basis. The Cumulative Straightedge Index (CSI) will be determined by the Engineer
in accordance with the current procedure titled "North Carolina Hearne Straightedge Calibration and Determination of Cumulative Straightedge Index".
The pavement will be accepted for surface smoothness on a lot by lot basis. A test section
represents pavement one travel lane wide not more than 100 ft (30 m) in length. A lot will
consist of 25 consecutive test sections, except that separate lots will be established for each
travel lane, unless otherwise approved by the Engineer. In addition, full width acceleration or
deceleration lanes, ramps, turn lanes, and collector lanes, will be evaluated as separate lots.
If during the evaluation of the graphs, 5 lots (mainline travel lanes and full width -Y- line travel
lanes greater than 300 feet in length only) require corrective action, then proceed on limited
production for unsatisfactory laydown in accordance with Article 610-12. Proceeding on limited
production is based upon the Design-Build Team’s initial evaluation of the straightedge test
results and must begin immediately upon obtaining those results. Additionally, the Engineer
may direct the Design-Build Team to proceed on limited production in accordance with
Article 610-12 due to unsatisfactory laydown or workmanship.
Limited production for unsatisfactory laydown is defined as being restricted to the production,
placement, compaction, and final surface testing of a sufficient quantity of mix necessary to
construct only 2500 feet (750 meter) of pavement at the laydown width. Once this lot is
complete, the final surface testing graphs will be evaluated jointly by the Design-Build Team
and the Engineer. Remain on limited production until such time as acceptable laydown results
are obtained or until three consecutive 2500 foot (750 meter) sections have been attempted
without achieving acceptable laydown results. The Engineer will determine if normal
production may resume based upon the CSI for the limited production lot and any adjustments to
the equipment, placement methods, and/or personnel performing the work. Once on limited
production, the Engineer may require the Design-Build Team to evaluate the smoothness of the
previous asphalt layer and take appropriate action to reduce and/or eliminate corrective measures
on the final surface course. Additionally, the Design-Build Team may be required to
demonstrate acceptable laydown techniques off the project limits prior to proceeding on the
project.
If the Design-Build Team fails to achieve acceptable laydown results after three consecutive
2500 foot (750 meter) sections have been attempted, cease production of that mix type until such
time as the cause of the unsatisfactory laydown results can be determined.
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As an exception, the Engineer may grant approval to produce a different mix design of the same
mix type if the cause is related to mix problem(s) rather than laydown procedures. If production
of a new mix design is allowed, proceed under the limited production procedures detailed above.
After initially proceeding under limited production, the Design-Build Team shall immediately
notify the Engineer if any additional lot on the project requires corrective action. The Engineer
will determine if limited production procedures are warranted for continued production.
If the Design-Build Team does not operate by the limited production procedures as specified
above, the 5 lots, which require corrective action, will be considered unacceptable and may be
subject to removal and replacement.
The adjustment schedule for the Cumulative Straightedge Index (CSI) test results per lot is as
follows:
Adjustment Schedule for Cumulative Straightedge Index (CSI)
(Obtained by adding SE Index of up to 25 consecutive 100 ft. (30m) sections)

*CSI

ACCEPTANCE
CATEGORY
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Unacceptable

0-0
1-0 or 2-0
3-0 or 4-0
Any other
Number
*Either Before or After Corrective Actions

CORRECTIVE
ACTION
None
None
None
Required

Correct any deviation that exceeds a 0.3 inch (7.5 mm) blanking band such that the deviation is
reduced to 0.2 inches (5.0 mm) or less.
Corrective actions shall be performed at the Design-Build Team's expense and shall be presented
for evaluation and approval by the Engineer prior to proceeding. Any corrective action
performed shall not reduce the integrity or durability of the pavement which is to remain in
place. Corrective action for deviation repair may consist of overlaying or removing and
replacing. Scraping of the pavement with any blade type device will not be allowed as a
corrective action. Provide overlays of the same type mix, full roadway width, and to the length
and depth established by the Engineer. Tapering of the longitudinal edges of the overlay will not
be allowed.
Take corrective actions as specified if the CSI indicates “Required” corrective action. The CSI
after corrective action should meet or exceed “Acceptable” requirements.
Where corrective action is required, the test section(s) requiring corrective action will be
retested, unless the Engineer directs the retesting of the of the entire lot.
Test sections and/or lots that are initially tested by the Design-Build Team which indicate
excessive deviations such that corrective action is required, may be re-rolled with asphalt rollers
while the mix is still warm and in a workable condition, to possibly correct the problem. In this
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instance, reevaluation of the test section(s) must be completed within 24 hours of pavement
placement and these test results will serve as the initial test results.
Areas excluded from testing by the N.C. Hearne Straightedge will be tested by using a
non-mobile 10-foot (3m) straightedge. Assure that the variation of the surface from the testing
edge of the straightedge between any two contact points with the surface is not more than 1/8
inch (3mm). Correct deviations exceeding the allowable tolerance in accordance with the
corrective actions specified above, unless the Engineer permits other corrective actions.
Furnish the North Carolina Hearne Straightedge(s) necessary to perform this work. Maintain
responsibility for all costs relating to the procurement, handling, and maintenance of these
devices. The Department has entered into a license agreement with a manufacturer to fabricate,
sell, and distribute the N.C. Hearne Straightedge. The Department’s Pavement Construction
Section may be contacted for the name of the current manufacturer and the approximate price of
the straightedge.
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